CALL
FOR PROPOSALS

Graduate students and postdocs!
Looking for opportunities to present your research?
Need feedback on your presentation style?
Submit a proposal for a 5-minute TED-style talk
and join us at the 2015-2016 Scholars’ Studio series.

Fall 2015
TRANSLATE

PROPOSALS DUE FRIDAY, OCT. 30 / EVENT DATE THURSDAY, NOV. 19

NEED IDEAS? Think language, accessibility, community-building, mediation,
conversion, gene transcription, computer programming, interpretation, public
scholarship, mechanical movement, communication, accuracy, slippage,
technologies and outcomes, and interdisciplinarity.

Winter 2016
TRANSGRESS

PROPOSALS DUE FRIDAY, FEB. 5 / EVENT DATE THURSDAY, FEB. 25

NEED IDEAS? Think racial, gender, sexual, class and ability boundaries,
phenotypes, crossing borders, disruptions, numbers, social codes, seas and
stratas, disobeying laws, environments, toxins, critical pedagogies and
practices, difference and otherness, resistance and trespassing.

Spring 2016
TRANSFORM

PROPOSALS DUE FRIDAY, APRIL 22 / EVENT DATE THURSDAY, MAY 19

NEED IDEAS? Think metamorphoses, power and policy, innovation, revolution,
organizing, shape-shifting, geometrics, cellular mutations, hybridity, electrical
circuits, mathematical values, social change, substance conversions, catharsis,
changes of state, and evolution.

#scholarstudio
Learn more and submit a proposal
commons.lib.washington.edu/scholarsstudio